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As the development of China’s market economy and the deepening of financial 
reform, the discussion over the market exit of financial institutions is becoming hot. 
Deposit insurance system, one important element of the financial safe net, guards the 
running of banks, the benefits of customers and even the financial safety. After the 
2007 Financial Crisis, China focuses on deposit insurance again. 
This thesis firstly explains the concepts, functions and risks to make the reader 
understand the basic theory of deposit insurance. Then author introduces the deposit 
insurance system running in USA which has effects and problems during the 2007 
Financial Crisis. The second chapter analyzes the deposit insurance institutional 
changes of USA with the institutional change theory. By comparing three financial 
crises, we can find out the reasons that why deposit insurance is not effective in this 
crisis. There are some important messages for China. One is deposit insurance needs 
improvement. Another is government should play an important role during the 
improvement process. The last is deposit insurance system will be effective in the 
financial net.  
Nowadays, implicit deposit insurance in China has many disadvantages, 
including moral hazard, unfair competition between banks, uncertainty of 
government’s processing and increasing taxpayer’s load. Now banks in China operate 
well. Deposit insurance has its own particularity. Supervisory and law systems are 
improved gradually. These conditions show that nowadays is a good chance to 
establish deposit insurance in China. The author suggests that China should learn 
lessons from deposit insurance institutional changes in USA and create better 
institution surroundings firstly, such as law and supervisory systems. At last the thesis 
builds the frame of deposit insurance system, including the deposit insurance 
organization, deposit insurance rate, deposit insurance coverage, deposit insurance 
fund and problem banks handling. 
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